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Autodesk bim 360 design

BIM 360 Design, which includes autodesk collaboration for Revit and collaboration for Autodesk Civil 3D, is a cloud collaboration, design collaboration and data management product for improved project delivering, built on the new BIM 360 platform. With BIM 360 Design, you can partner in writing multidisciplinary Revit
models and access data management and collaboration functionality like 2D displays and marking tools accessible via internet, phone and tablet. BIM 360 Design's collaboration capabilities with Revit and Civil 3D enable subscribers of these products to collaborate with project partners at any time and from locations,
regardless of team locations and areas, including architects, engineers and contractors. Planning airports, railway stations and other complex projects with vertical and horizontal structures are now simpler and more efficient. single project pool unlimited storage support for all file types access to project activity log
ACCESS CONTROLS project- and folder-level access rights set access by role, company and user end five levels of navigation list permission and version control thmbnail views and roll back single views for 2D and 3D files change added visualization, Removed, or changes elements understanding changes in the
context between incremental models in one space navigation change visualization of gdp coordination reducing re-work with project activity tracking enabled to coordinate the deliverable of model switch ads to separate process work from shared files that show online and offline access to the Internet, phone and tablet
PDF and models, optimized for Apple iOS navigating between documents without closing the viewer if you want to add or update an existing contract please contact us , Contact BIM 360 Design enables real-time collaboration in design and data management in Revit, Civil 3D and AutoCAD Plant 3D. Work and access
project data from anywhere. Collaborate with different internal teams or organizations throughout the project lifecycle. The best cloud-based collaboration and data management solution for AEC Teams experience is available for Revit &amp; Civil 3D workflows in the U.S. Data Center* * not yet available for 3D plant
workflows. A full version of BIM 360 Design is available in the European Data Center. Learn more here. By Vincent Naviello for Autodesk UniversityIntroduction BIM's collection of 360 tools is an integral part of the design and construction workflows feature in the AEC industry. The BIM 360 design collaboration module
has seen significant improvements in multidisciplinary team support since the launch of its predecessor, a collaboration for the Revit/BIM 360 team, just a few years ago. The key to successfully implementing a BIM 360 design collaboration is understanding its concepts and knowing how it can be applied effectively to
any type of planning and construction project. This article describes these concepts and how they were integrated into the project of multidisciplinary teams in five organizations. It also describes everything you need to know about project definition, maintenance, and execution using the BIM 360 design collaboration
platform. BIM 360 ConceptsBIM 360 is an automated cloud-based solution that enables project teams to work efficiently in a collaborative environment. In the AEC industry, it connects all stakeholders in projects to carry out projects ranging from conceptual planning through construction and ultimately project turnover.
BIM 360 is an overarching concept consisting of various modules focusing on various aspects of the project lifecycle:BIM 360 documents: document management and modelsBIM 360 Build (formerly BIM 360 Field): Space Management ActivitiesBIM 360 Design Collaboration (formerly known as Collaboration for Revit or
C4R): Revit modelharing and managementBIM 360 Coordination and ManagementBIM 360 Coordination (formerly known as BIM 360 Adhesive): Model/Collision CoordinationBIM 360 Deployment: Construction Layout and SurveyingBIM 360 Plan: Construction Production PlanningBIM 360 Ops: Asset Management
Facilities utilizing all BIM 360 collection can result in project success, this article focuses on the benefits of making BIM 360 design collaboration project consisting of multidisciplinary teams RevitIn's 2015 collaboration, Revit's collaboration changed the way project teams in different organizations worked together. With
collaboration for Revit, users can partner and revit model connector sharing work in real time, hosted in the cloud environment. The shared link that provided all team members with access to these models was an Autodesk account. This workflow has become the most desirable for teams to collaborate inside and outside
your organization. To perform this workflow, a project must be established for the first time in the project hub, also known as BIM 360 Team. The main Revit models were then activated, allowing users to access local Revit files using C4R and download/display at the BIM 360 team hub. After the initial creation, Revit's
access and synchronization remained live in the C4R environment, but a separate publishing function was required to display it on the BIM 360 Team. The BIM 360 team, directly integrated with Revit, and a partner to share published models with the entire project team. This tool includes model versioning,
viewing/navigating the Web, and marking/commenting for enhanced collaboration. With C4R/Team access, sharing the Revit model was an open source environment. All major models could only be hosted in a shared root folder, preventing controlled folder structure. Due to these limitations, the following models applied
to all C4R projects:All project team members were able to access any major model initiated in the project regardless of the organizationAll models linked together were updated in real time while these two concepts were innovative and can still be available to projects today, Autodesk sought to improve the workflow by
providing greater flexibility Control project teams. C4R/Team retired in revit version 2018.3, although Autodesk still supports legacy projects set in the C4R/BIM 360 team environment. BIM 360 Design Collaboration revit version 2018.3, the next generation of C4R was introduced: BIM 360 design collaboration. While BIM
360's design collaboration is optional in Barbit 2018.3 (C4R/Team as an alternative), it's the only form of cloud collaboration available for Revit 2019 or higher. Autodesk introduced this enhanced method to give project teams more control over model access capabilities, permissions, and sharing. The general concepts of
BIM 360 for design collaboration are similar to C4R/Team. First, a project must be established in the project hub now known as BIM 360 Document Management (Documents) when both documents and design collaboration modules are enabled. Project teams are still connecting Revit models hosted in the cloud
environment and collaborating with the Autodesk account. After the initial creation, access to the Revit model and synchronization remains live in the design environment but requires a separate publishing function to display in BIM 360 Docs.Document Management One of the key features that defines the BIM 360
design collaboration besides its predecessor is its basis in BIM 360 documents. C4R/Team was once part of a group of modules, including the BIM 360 Glue and Field, that functioned independently of each other. To better connect different project stages and improve project delivery, these modules have been moved to
one true source within the Docs platform. Design collaboration + document features As it relates to collaboration in BIM 360 design, BIM 360 Docs is designed to be a repository for sharing and researching published models with the entire project team. The improved features of BIM 360 Docs combined with the new
collaboration module have enabled project teams to work collaboratively and more efficiently:Project Teams: This feature enables teams to work independently while connected to the project. In documents, Team is created, and as a result, the corresponding Docs folder is created as the model's intended work share



location for that team. Each team member then has their own space to view models, publish, need, and track a problem in the design collaboration module. Folder permissions: Adopted from BIM 360 documents, folders associated with teams can be assigned permissions. Setting permissions gives more regulation on
access, visibility, and sharing of the Revit model among other teams. You can grant up to six levels of folder permissions to team members by user, company, or role. For more information about folder permission settings, see Folder Permissions.Publish/Consume Models: Project teams can control when models are
available for all other teams. In this two-piece process, a team member first 'publishes' the latest Revit models to BIM 360 Docs. Using the design collaboration module, they create a package that contains the published Thereby making them available for consumption by the entire project team. The other crew members
then consume the published models to fit into their space. Model Viewer and Explorer features: The research features found in the Design Collaboration module allow project teams to visualize model packages directly in the Web Viewer. These tools include standard viewing and navigating features in models, choice by
level and which and the ability to detect model changes between shared packages. Issues step: You can use problems to identify areas that need coordination or extra attention. At once, problems could only be created in programs in BIM 360 Docs. With the development of next-generation tools, the problems now span
BIM 360 Docs and design collaboration (along with space management). Now, you can see problems created in the Docs module model viewer in design collaboration and vice versa. Workflow strategies Based on the concepts of collaboration and BIM 360 design documents, there are four different ways project teams
can collaborate on a project. Before diving into the different workflows, it's important to understand what happens when a team is created in the BIM 360 design collaboration module and how it affects the Docs environment. When you create a team, the following document folders are created automatically as a
result:The root team folder to accommodate the team's work-sharing model This folder is consumed within the team root folder This shared folder outside the team root folder This opinion helps understand the next possible project workflow:Workflow 1: Life-linking models without teams (less controlled)This workflow is
best known to those who have experience with C4R/Team. In this scenario, all models within the project are linked together from the same document master folder. This means that the project team sees updates from linked revit models in real time. To achieve this scenario, all team members must have these
permissions to access the root folder that contains all models in the project. Also, because no Team folders are created, the features within the design collaboration module do not exist. This workflow uses at least the BIM 360 design collaboration. Workflow 2: Models link lives with (more controlled) teams This workflow
is similar to the C4R/Team on these models that are linked together to animals. In this scenario, teams that are created by organizing or discipline and matching folders are created in documents. Each Revit model resides in its associated team folder and is externally linked from the same location. To see live linked
models in Revit, team members require view permissions only to other team folders (see Folder Permissions). This workflow limits the Revit model between teams and still gives live linked visibility. Because teams are created in this workflow, the enhanced features of the design collaboration module are also available.
Workflow 3: Link to published models (even more A workflow gives teams more control over linked model visibility. When a team is created in a design collaboration module, a shared folder with that team name is also created. When a team publishes their model and creates a collaborative package in a BIM 360 design,
a copy of that model is placed and updated in the appropriate Shared folder. Revit models can be linked directly from this folder. In this scenario, links are not live, but they are updated automatically when a team member publishes to documents and then creates a package. Linking using the shared folder can also
prevent teams from any level of access to another team's Revit model. For a team member to see linked models in Revit, they must have at least View/Download permissions for the appropriate Shared folder (for more information about permissions, see Folder Permissions). Note that the published models located in the
Shared folder are not employee-enabled models and cannot be accessed through Revit.Workflow 4: Publishing and linking to consumed (most controlled) models This workflow provides the most controlled workspace. When a team is created in a design collaboration module, a Consumed folder is created within the
team root folder. The first step in this workflow requires a team to publish a model from collaboration in the BIM 360 design to documents. A subsequently published model becomes available for consumption in the Design Collaboration module (as well as located in the Shared folder for each workflow 3). Once
consumed, a copy of the model/updater appears in the team's Consumed folder, where it can be linked to Revit. In this scenario, links are not live, and project teams decide when to view published models that are available for consumption. No additional permissions are required for the Consumed folder because they
are inherited from the team folder level. Best Workflow Selection: A case study does not have one way to execute a BIM 360 design collaboration project. The four possible workflows in the previous section give project teams more options and flexibility. There are a number of factors that can influence the final decision:
project type, schedule, stakeholders involved and intellectual property just to aromatly aromatly several. However, it is important that the decisive workflow is clearly defined in the execution of the project VDC/BIM Plan.As Planning and Building Manager, CRB piloted a collaboration in designing the BIM 360 for a
construction and design-assistance project. While they were partners in external design, the goal was also to collaborate with trade partners during planning to reduce risk and accelerate the manufacturing process to deliver and build the project more quickly and efficiently. Overall, there were multidisciplinary mixed
design and trade partners that covered a wide range of Revit modeling range:Team 1: CRB — Architecture and Electrical Team 2: Mechanical Trade — Mechanical Pipeline and PlumbingTeam 3: Plumbing Trade — Plumbing Team 4: Structural — StructuralTeam 5: Interior Designer — Interior and furniture Keeping four
possible collaboration workflows in the BIM 360 design, CRB has developed a program that best fits this project. Note that all teams follow a single workflow. A hybrid approach can be implemented, allowing some teams to live in the link while others advertise and consume. CRB used this type of access based on the
needs and scope of each team. At the very least, teams were created for each organization, and workflow 1 was canceled. The workflow breakdown for all teams was as follows:Workflow 2: Live Link Live Link of LinkBi Live: CRB, Mechanical and Plumbing each live link to each other. As a CRB design/assistance partner,
it was highly effective for these three teams to coordinate in real time. One-way live link: CRB, mechanical and live plumbing linking structural model. It was decided that it was most beneficial for these three teams to see real-time structural updates. Workflow 4: Publish/intake directional writing/consume: CRB,
mechanical, plumbing, structural advertising models to be consumed by interior; Interiors advertise models to be consumed by CRB, mechanical, plumbing, and structural. To prevent interior designs from responding to changes in work design, a control has been defined to choose when models should be published.
Because the circumference of the face did not have a significant impact on the team balance, advertising/consuming took a two-way approach. Advertising/consuming one-way: CRB, mechanical, plumbing, and interior publish models to be consumed by structural. To prevent structures from responding to changes in
work design, a control has been defined to choose when models should be published. Define a project After the BIM 360 design collaboration workflows are determined and documented in the project's VDC/BIM execution plan, you can start with a project definition. This section updates the administrator with all the steps
necessary to successfully configure a collaboration project in the BIM 360 design. Add account managersOnly BIM 360 account managers have access to the Account Management page and can add companies, members, projects and invite other account-level admins. You can add an account manager from the
Account Management page. No, I'm fine. Download the department's handout to continue reading. Vince Nablus has 10 years of experience in the AEC industry. He spent the early years of his career in structural engineering and developed a real passion for BIM and VDC technology. In 2014, he went through his career
to focus full-time as a BIM project manager. Over the past five years, Vince has implemented BIM/VDC technology and workflows to support both design and construction. Vince is currently VDC Northeast's regional director at CRB, where he enables innovative technological solutions in a collaborative design
environment focused on the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industry. Industry.
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